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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Help your employees achieve
a successful retirement with
RetireOnTarget.®
People driven. Outcome focused.®

Offering a 401(k) plan—even with a match—may not be enough to
ensure your employees will retire financially secure.
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Employees
often think that
setting aside
enough to take
advantage of
their employer’s
match is enough
for retirement.1
But that total
is often well
below the 15%
recommended
by retirement
experts.2

That’s why employees today need
clear, convenient guidance when it
comes to preparing for retirement.
With the RetireOnTarget planning
system on BenefitsForYou.com, you
can help provide the support your
employees need to estimate—and
plan for—a successful retirement.
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Convenient access from any phone, tablet or desktop
Plan participants can download the
BenefitsForYou app for mobile access to
RetireOnTarget’s at-a-glance graphics and
simplified screens.

With RetireOnTarget,
employees can include other
retirement plans they have,
including 457(b), defined
benefit and more.

Timely guidance to—and throughout—retirement
New Participants
RetireOnTarget provides new
enrollees with the guidance they
need to set initial contribution
levels when they enroll—
something not usually offered
until after enrollment. This allows
new participants to make more informed decisions the first time.
Continuous Guidance Along the way, participants receive guidance to
make informed adjustments to their contribution levels and investments.
The Put Me On Target button provides specific suggestions to ensure their
plan stays on track.

Investor Guidance Center
The Investor Guidance Center is a team of licensed financial representatives
any RetireOnTarget user can call at any stage of the retirement planning
process for additional guidance and services—like rolling over other retirement
assets and retirement income planning. All representatives are registered with
FINRA, and have Variable Annuity, Health and Life Insurance licenses.

Near-Retirees Transitioning to
retirement presents a different
set of challenges when it comes
to retirement income planning.
Employees often lack the resources
to help them make the right
decisions with the savings they’ve
spent their careers accumulating.
Start Retirement is another program
on BenefitsForYou.com that provides
enhanced guidance and education
including classes, videos, articles,
and calculators designed specifically
for those near—or living in—retirement.

68%

of workers agree
they don’t know as
much as they should about
retirement investing.4

See how RetireOnTarget can help. Contact your CUNA Mutual Group sales representative at
800.356.2644 or watch the video overview at cunamutual.com/bfyapp.
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